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The Mathematics curriculum (Y7-13) follows the structure of the Pearson KS3/4/5 
textbooks and Scheme of Work.

There is a Core Curriculum throughout Y7 & Y8, creating a connected pathway 
in which all students can be successful following on from Pearson’s KS2 ‘Power 
Maths’ which is widely used with the majority of our feeder schools. Students are 
given every chance to be successful on the Higher tier GCSE Maths course.

Curriculum rationale

The Curriculum
Is sequenced to ensure topics and concepts are revisited and built upon
throughout KS3 and KS4, to embed conceptual understanding and develop 
problem-solving skills.

Each new topic aims to interleave previously taught material to develop
understanding and connections between topics.

Provides accessible starting points for each learning sequence, with prior
knowledge checks and end of unit assessments for each topic.

Contains consistent and accurate use of mathematical language and
explanations which match those contained in student knowledge 
organisers, to give students the vocabulary they need to reason 
mathematically.

Contains supplementary retrieval practice activities designed to improve
students’ long-term retention of key mathematical skills and knowledge to 
help improve fluency, transfer and reduce cognitive load.

The structure of units within the curriculum, following the structure of the
National Curriculum, aims to adhere to the principles of ‘Responsive 
teaching’as set out on the following page.

The curriculum has been adopted as a result of COVID-19. Some units 
have been moved (for example, from Y8 into Y9) and assessment of the 
extent to which students understood these units which were taught during 
lockdown will be ascertained prior to commencing with these units.
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Responsive teaching

DECIDE

EXPLAIN

REVIEW

Pre-test to check prerequisites
Pre-test to check knowledge of content to be taught
Test in advance of teaching content
Decide on the next steps and where to start

Use of examples/non-examples to define concepts
Diagnostic questions to check knowledge
Example-problem pairs (I do, you do)
Break complex content into smaller steps

Ensure high Initial success levels
Introduce desirable difficulties
Include opportunites for mathematical reasoning
Problem solving when a choice of approaches is required

Exit tickets to help decide next steps
End of unit reviews to help decide next steps
Retrieval practice and homework
Cumulative summative assesssments

PRACTICE

YEAR 7

AUTUMN

Analysing and displaying data: mode, median, mean and range, 
displaying data, grouping data, comparing data, line graphs and bar charts

Number skills: mental maths, adding and subtracting, multiplication and
division, negative numbers, factors, multiples and primes, square and
triangle numbers

Expressions, functions and formulae: functions, simplifying expressions,
writing expressions, writing formulae

Decimals and measures: decimals and rounding, length, mass and
capacity, scales and coordinates, perimeter, area

SPRING

Fractions: comparing fractions, simplifying fractions, fraction operations, 
fractions/decimals/percentages, percentages of amounts

Probability: language, calculating single event, events not happening,
experimental probability

Ratio and proportion: direct proportion, writing ratios, using ratios, 
proportions and fractions/percentages

SUMMER

Lines and angles: describing and labelling, estimating, measuring 
and drawing, drawing triangles, angles in a triangle, quadrilaterals

Sequences and graphs: sequences, patterns, coordinates, 
straight line graphs

Transformations: congruence, symmetry, reflection, rotation, translation 
and combined transformations
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YEAR 8

AUTUMN

Number: negatives, powers and roots, substitution, multiples and factors
Area and volume: area of a triangle, parallelogram and trapezium, volume of cuboids, surface 
area of cuboids
Expressions and equations: algebraic powers, expressions and brackets, formulae, factorising, 
equations (balancing)
Real-life graphs: conversion graphs, distance-time graphs, line graphs, real-life graphs

SPRING

Decimals and ratio: ordering decimals and rounding, place value calculations, calculations with 
decimals, ratio and proportion with decimals

Lines and angles: quadrilaterals, angles in parallel lines, exterior/interior angles

Calculating with fractions: fraction operations

SUMMER

Straight-line graphs: direct proportion on graphs, gradients, equations of straight lines
Percentages, decimals and fractions: fractions and decimals, equivalent proportions, writing 
percentages, percentages of amounts
Statistics, graphs and charts: pie charts, two-way tables, comparing data, 
scatter graphs

YEAR 9 FOUNDATION

AUTUMN
Number: calculations, decimals, place value, factors and multiples, squares, cubes and roots, 
index notation, prime factors
Algebra: expressions, substitution, formulae, expanding brackets, factorising, using expressions 
and formulae

SPRING Graphs, tables and charts: frequency tables, two-way tables, representing data, time series, pie 
charts, scatter graphs
Fractions and percentages: fractions, converting fractions/decimals/percentages, calculating 
percentages
Equations: solving equations, inequalities, generating sequences, nth term of a sequence

SUMMER
Angles: properties of shapes, angles in parallel lines, interior/exterior angles, patterns.

Averages and range: mean, mode, median and range, estimating the mean, sampling
Perimeter, area and volume: area of shapes/compound shapes, surface area, volume 
of prisms

YEAR 9 HIGHER

AUTUMN
Number: place value and estimating, HCF/LCM, indices, zero, negative and fractional indices, 
standard form, surds
Algebra: algebraic indices, expanding and factorising, equations, formulae, linear sequences, 
non-linear sequences

SPRING Interpreting and representing data: statistical diagrams, time series, scatter graphs, averages 
and range, pie charts
Fractions, ratio and percentages: fraction operations, ratio, percentages, converting fractions/
decimals/percentages
Angles and trigonometry: interior/exterior angles, Pythagoras’ Theorem, trigonometry

SUMMER
Graphs: linear graphs, rates of change, real-life graphs, parallel & perpendicular lines, quadratic 
graphs, cubic & reciprocal graphs

Area and volume: perimeter and area, units and accuracy, prisms, circles, sectors of circles, 
cylinders & spheres, pyramids & cones
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YEAR 10 FOUNDATION

AUTUMN

NGraphs: plotting, midpoint, gradient, y = mx + c, equation of a line through a point, real-life 
graphs, distance-time graphs
Transformations: translation, reflection, rotation, enlargement, combining transformations
Ratio and proportion: ratio notation, ratio problems, ratio and fractions, decimals and 
percentages, n:1, proportion on a graph, inverse and direct proportion

SPRING

Right-angled triangles: Pythagoras’ Theorem, the distance formula, trigonometry, exact 
trigonometric values
Probability: event not happening, expectation, listing outcomes, sample space diagrams, 
experimental probability/relative frequency, Venn diagrams, tree diagrams
Multiplicative reasoning: percentage multipliers, compound interest/decay, compound measures, 
speed/distance/time, direct and inverse proportion

SUMMER
Constructions, loci and bearings: plans and elevations, congruence conditions, drawing triangles, 
scale diagrams, constructions, loci, bearings 
Quadratic equations and graphs: expanding double brackets, plotting graphs of quadratics, 
factorising quadratics, 
Perimeter, area and volume 2: circumference, area of a circle, sector area and arc length, 
volume and surface area of cylinders, pyramids, cones and spheres

YEAR 10 HIGHER

AUTUMN
Equations and inequalities: inequalities and number lines, solving quadratic equations, the 
quadratic formula, completing the square, simultaneous equations
Probability: product rule for counting, two-way tables, sample space diagrams, expectation, 
relative frequency, tree diagrams, conditional probability, Venn diagrams
Multiplicative reasoning: percentage multipliers, compound interest and decay, compound 
measures, ratio, direct and inverse proportion

SPRING Similarity and congruence: congruence, proof, similarity, area and volume scale factor
More trigonometry: upper and lower bounds, trigonometric graphs, area of a triangle, sine rule, 
cosine rule, bearings with trigonometry, Pythagoras in 3D, trigonometry in 3D, transforming 
trigonometric graphs
Further statistics: sampling, cumulative frequency, box plots, histograms, comparing distributions

SUMMER
Equations and graphs: simultaneous equations graphically, graphical inequalities, sketching 
quadratic graphs, expanding triple brackets, cubic equations, solving by iteration
Circle theorems
More algebra: rearranging where the subject appears more than once, algebraic fractions, 
algebraic proof, surds, equations with algebraic fractions, functions, inverse and composite 
functions

YEAR 11 FOUNDATION

AUTUMN
Fractions, indices and standard form: fractions - four operations, laws of indices, negative 
powers, writing small and large numbers in standard form, calculating in standard form
Congruence, similarity and vectors: scale factors, enlargement, similar shapes, proving similarity, 
congruent shapes, proving congruence, column vectors, drawing vectors.
More algebra: graphs of cubic and reciprocal functions, non-linear graphs, solving simultaneous 
equations algebraically and graphically, rearranging formulae, identifying expressions, formulae, 
equations and identities.

YEAR 11 HIGHER
AUTUMN Graphs: linear graphs, rates of change, real-life graphs, parallel & perpendicular lines, quadratic 

graphs, cubic & reciprocal graphs
Area and volume: perimeter and area, units and accuracy, prisms, circles, sectors of circles, 
cylinders & spheres, pyramids & cones


